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Irvine, Irvine, CaliforniaABSTRACT Gene regulatory networks are multistable dynamical systems in which attractor states represent cell phenotypes.
Spontaneous, noise-induced transitions between these states are thought to underlie critical cellular processes, including cell
developmental fate decisions, phenotypic plasticity in fluctuating environments, and carcinogenesis. As such, there is increasing
interest in the development of theoretical and computational approaches that can shed light on the dynamics of these stochastic
state transitions in multistable gene networks. We applied a numerical rare-event sampling algorithm to study transition paths of
spontaneous noise-induced switching for a ubiquitous gene regulatory network motif, the bistable toggle switch, in which two
mutually repressive genes compete for dominant expression. We find that the method can efficiently uncover detailed switching
mechanisms that involve fluctuations both in occupancies of DNA regulatory sites and copy numbers of protein products. In addi-
tion, we show that the rate parameters governing binding and unbinding of regulatory proteins to DNA strongly influence the
switching mechanism. In a regime of slow DNA-binding/unbinding kinetics, spontaneous switching occurs relatively frequently
and is driven primarily by fluctuations in DNA-site occupancies. In contrast, in a regime of fast DNA-binding/unbinding kinetics,
switching occurs rarely and is driven by fluctuations in levels of expressed protein. Our results demonstrate how spontaneous
cell phenotype transitions involve collective behavior of both regulatory proteins and DNA. Computational approaches capable
of simulating dynamics over many system variables are thus well suited to exploring dynamic mechanisms in gene networks.INTRODUCTIONMultistable dynamics in gene regulatory networks has been
proposed as the basis for the existence of diverse cell types
(1–3). In this view, the biochemical interactions encoding
gene networks give rise to complex, nonlinear expression
dynamics. Distinct gene expression states—cellular pheno-
types—are self-stabilizing attractors of the dynamical sys-
tem. Transitions between attractors correspond to critical
cellular processes, including developmental fate decisions
(4,5), cellular reprogramming (3), phenotype switching
(6), and carcinogenesis (7). As such, there is interest in char-
acterizing the global dynamics of complex multistable gene
networks to gain insight into the relative stability of cell
states and the processes by which transitions between states
can occur.
Over the past 20 years, the inherent noisiness of gene
expression has been amply demonstrated. Stochastic bio-
molecular fluctuations can significantly impact dynamics
of expression due to small-number effects (8–10). Positive
feedback, which is common in regulatory networks, can
amplify these fluctuations, giving rise to large-scale changes
in gene expression programs. As such, intrinsic biomole-
cular noise is thought to underlie phenotypic variability
in cell populations (11–14). Stochastic processes can alsoSubmitted May 19, 2015, and accepted for publication August 24, 2015.
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0006-3495/15/10/1746/12allow for spontaneous noise-induced transitions between
metastable gene expression states. This stochastic state
switching can be advantageous by priming cells to diversify
according to alternative developmental programs (15,16) or
by promoting survival of microorganisms or cancer cells in
fluctuating environments (17–19). These findings highlight
the need to understand how cellular networks achieve—or
remain resistant to—noise-induced switching.
Common approaches to modeling gene networks formu-
late system dynamics as a set of stochastic biochemical
reactions encompassing, for example, transcription-factor
binding and unbinding to regulatory sites on DNA, gene
transcription and translation, and degradation/dilution
of mRNA and protein molecules. The associated master
equations are amenable to Monte Carlo simulation (e.g.,
by the Gillespie algorithm (20)), which can exactly account
for intrinsic stochastic fluctuations and molecular discrete-
ness. Many studies of gene regulatory networks employ
continuum approximations and dimensionality reduction
to aid in the analysis of complex dynamics. For example,
occupancies of binding sites on DNA are often assumed
to be in quasiequilibrium with gene expression levels
(i.e., concentrations of expressed proteins), which leads to
nonlinear Hill function expressions for gene interactions
(21–24). This assumption stems from a separation of time-
scales, when rates of binding and unbinding of regulatory
proteins to DNA sites are fast relative to the rates of proteinhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.08.035
Switching Paths in Gene Networks 1747synthesis and degradation. This kinetic regime has been
termed the adiabatic limit, in analogy to electron transfer
reactions (25).
Recent studies have focused on gene network dynamics
in cases where this separation of timescales does not apply
(4,26–29). In eukaryotic regulation, highly complex regula-
tory processes such as chromatin remodeling (in contrast to
simple protein binding) drive fluctuations in gene expres-
sion. Such processes occur on relatively slow timescales;
slow fluctuations in chromatin structure have been identified
as a major source of gene expression noise in eukaryotes
(9,10). Although knowledge of the detailed biochemical re-
actions underlying such higher-order regulation is generally
lacking, theoretical studies have explored how different
kinetic regimes contribute to the stability of gene expression
states. Notably, cell-states have been found to be most stable
(most resistant to noise-induced switching) in the adiabatic
limit, where fast kinetics at DNA regulatory sites allows
rapid response of gene expression states to local concentra-
tions of regulatory proteins (28,30). This has led to the hy-
pothesis that a weakly adiabatic kinetic regime allows for
relatively frequent stochastic state switching, and thus
developmental plasticity, in pluripotent stem cells (4,26,31).
In addition to exploring the principles governing the
stability of gene expression states, recent theoretical studies
have predicted transition paths (or reaction coordinates) of
stochastic state switching in regulatory networks. These
paths describe the most probable stepwise changes over mul-
tiple species in the network (e.g., the time-dependent
changes in gene expression patterns) that occur as the system
moves from one metastable state to another. Approaches
for calculating transition paths have largely adopted ana-
lytical or numerical methods based on large deviation
theory from chemical physics (32–36), related path integral
approaches (4,5,27,37), or Monte Carlo simulations
(31,38,39). Valuable insights into the dynamics of noise-
induced switching in gene networks have emerged from
these studies, including the significance of nonequilibrium
phenomena (e.g., the irreversibility of switching paths) in
gene network dynamics.
Gaining quantitative insight into stochastic state switch-
ing in gene networks is mathematically and computationally
challenging. Stochastic fluctuations, overlapping temporal
scales, and large numbers of interacting species can pre-
clude the use of analytical approaches. Approximation
methods may not accurately predict switching mechanisms
driven by intrinsic biochemical fluctuations. For example,
mean-field approximations have been found to distort multi-
stable landscapes in some biochemical networks (40–43).
On the other hand, brute-force Monte Carlo simulations
can be plagued by inefficiency because state switching
may be a rare event: long waiting times between transitions
mean that simulations capture few, if any, switching events.
Numerical rare-event sampling algorithms provide an
alternative approach by preferentially simulating events ofinterest without modifying the underlying system dynamics
(44–46). Moreover, these algorithms aid interpretation of
large amounts of noisy simulation data by providing auto-
mated means of extracting essential dynamical properties
(47). These types of approaches have been adopted for the
study of biochemical networks, including circadian rhythms
(48), enzymatic cycles (46), and genetic switches (38).
So-called string-based sampling algorithms (45,49,50) are
especially well suited to discovery of transition paths for
rare events in complex dynamical systems.
In this study, we employed a recently developed
weighted-ensemble string (WE-string) simulation method
(50) to study noise-induced switching in a set of genetic tog-
gle-switch networks. By efficiently predicting transition
paths involving collective changes over all species in the
biochemical network, the approach uncovered new insights,
to our knowledge, into how spontaneous switching depends
on fluctuations of both protein number and DNA-binding
occupancies. In particular, we found that the kinetics of pro-
tein binding and unbinding to DNA regulatory sites controls
the mechanism of switching by determining whether the
switching event is driven by these binding/unbinding events,
or is instead driven by fluctuations in protein copy numbers.
Our results potentially inform strategies to perturb gene
network dynamics to stabilize or destabilize particular
cellular states, or to drive a desired cellular transition.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Modeling and simulation approach
Toggle-switch models
To explore the capability of the WE-string simulation method to predict
transition paths in gene networks, we applied it to a set of related chemical
network models for the genetic toggle switch. In this ubiquitous motif,
two genes mutually repress one another through the action of their protein
products, giving rise to a bistable gene expression pattern. Described in
detail for the lysis/lysogeny decision of bacteriophage l (51), the mutual
repression motif is recognized as underlying a wide variety of cellular de-
cisions, from embryonic development (52) to hematopoiesis (53) to special-
ization of T-cell subsets (54). The discovery of this motif paved the way for
theory-based approaches to the design of synthetic gene circuits (23).
Quasipotential landscape
The stability of cell states can be expressed by a potential landscape over the
gene network state space (5,55,56). We use a definition for a quasipotential
function based on the stationary probability distribution: the quasipotential
4 is taken to be 4¼ln(PS), where PS is the stationary (steady-state) prob-
ability over the state space (Fig. 1A). Defined in this way, areas of state space
with low potential are most probable, and therefore most stable. However,
this quasipotential does not completely describe dynamics in nonequilibrium
open systems such as biochemical networks (5,35,45).
Transition-path sampling algorithm
Predicting the most probable switching path by brute-force simulations
is inefficient, because switching events are infrequent, and individual
trajectories may be highly variable (Fig. 1 A and Figs. S1 and S2 in the
Supporting Material). To predict the most probable path between two statesBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1746–1757
FIGURE 1 (A) (Top) The quasipotential surface, 4¼ln(PS), for a bistable gene network. States with lower potential (bluer colors) are more stable (color
scale applies to the whole figure). (Bottom) A single stochastic simulation trajectory that switches from the SA attractor basin (high expression of protein a
encoded by gene A) to the SB basin (high expression of protein b by gene B). 4 is projected onto subspaces representing a and b protein copy numbers. (B) The
simulation method predicts the most probable transition path by utilizing a string connecting two states of interest to adaptively partition the state space and
sample short stochastic trajectories initialized in each partition. (Top) The simulation is initialized with a string representing a guess path for the SA/SB
transition (the corresponding Voronoi partitions are plotted underneath). (Bottom) After the simulation has converged, the string (and corresponding parti-
tions) indicates the most probable transition path. (C) The predicted transition path contains information on all network species; for the toggle-switch
network, it contains information on protein copy numbers and gene activities (DNA occupancies). (Top) Transition path for the SA/SB switch, projected
onto a, b, and Aon subspaces, where Aon is the probability that the regulatory site for gene A is unbound, rendering it on (active). (Bottom) Same transition path
projected onto a, b, and Bon subspaces, where Bon is the probability that the regulatory site for gene B is unbound.
1748 Tse et al.of interest, the WE-string algorithm preferentially samples dynamics in the
transition region (a low-probability area of state space), statistically merg-
ing information from many short trajectories. The algorithm achieves this
by combining WE rare-event sampling (57) with a string-based adaptive
discretization method for partitioning the state space (58). Adelman and
Grabe recently introduced the method (50) and showed that it compares
favorably to other path sampling methods in terms of efficiency, and could
successfully sample dynamics in the space of many collective variables in
an application to protein conformational change.
Rare-event sampling methods typically involve discretizing the state
space of the system to access long-timescale kinetics on the basis of
short-timescale trajectories in each region (59). The computational expense
of discretizing a system evenly overN dimensions scales exponentially with
N, which quickly becomes intractable for gene networks. The state space
is naturally defined in terms of copy numbers and conformational/binding
configurations of all biomolecular species, but even the smallest two-
gene network (i.e., the toggle switch) has more than two species (including
DNA promoter or regulatory binding sites, mRNA transcripts, protein prod-
ucts with multiple configurations, and so on, depending on the level of
detail of the model). This challenge can be addressed by sampling along
a single, relevant order parameter, such as a progress coordinate for the tran-
sition of interest, as pioneered by Allen and ten Wolde with the forward flux
sampling (FFS) method (60). Alternatively, string-based methods
adaptively partition space along a string: a one-dimensional path winding
through a high-dimensional space, which connects two states of interest.
This approach enables us to sample collective dynamics involving multiple
system variables, without prior knowledge of an order parameter or the
nature of dynamics in the transition region (61).
The string is defined by a set of Nstr evenly spaced nodes, or points in the
full state space; these nodes define the centers of Nstr regions. All points in
the space lie in a region that is defined by the nearest string node. Thus, the
string nodes are the generating points of Voronoi polyhedra. The string is
initialized as a guess path connecting two states (Fig. 1 B). For each itera-
tion of the simulation, multiple weighted stochastic trajectories (replicas) in
each region are simulated for a time t. After each iteration, the WE method
is used to statistically combine and duplicate weighted replicas as needed to
ensure unbiased sampling of the partitioned space. After Tmove iterations of
t, the string position is updated by moving the string nodes toward theBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1746–1757average position of replicas in each region collected from the last Tavg
iterations of t, using a procedure of moving, smoothing, and reparameteri-
zation. Details of simulation parameters and algorithm implementation are
in the Methods section. A more detailed description of the general algo-
rithm is in Adelman and Grabe (50).
Because the string is defined as a list of points in the system state space,
the converged string contains information about the probable stepwise
changes along all network dimensions over the course of the transition.
For our model toggle-switch network (Fig. 2), this means that the predicted
transition path includes information about both gene expression levels
(copy numbers of protein products a and b) and gene activity states (i.e.,
likelihood of gene states Aon and Bon), which reflect the occupancy states
of the DNA-binding sites (Fig. 1 C).Methods
Toggle-switch reaction network
We considered two previously studied variants of the toggle switch, which
we term the base network (40) and the network with explicit dimerization
(Fig. 2 and Eqs. 1–3) (38). In both variants, protein dimers act as repressors
of the other competitor gene. The switch is symmetric with respect to the
rate parameters governing the behavior of each of the two genes, A and
B. Translation and transcription are subsumed into a single biochemical
reaction for synthesis of the two encoded proteins, a and b. The two genes
exist in one of two occupancy states, giving rise to binary regulation (Aon/off,
Bon/off), where only the on states contribute to protein synthesis. We further-
more studied the general and exclusive versions of the switch; the exclusive
switch assumes that the a2 and b2 repressors competitively bind to a single
regulatory site that controls both genes; therefore, both genes cannot simul-
taneously be in the off state (i.e., the doubly repressed state is disallowed
(equations are in the Supporting Material)).
Protein synthesis and degradation reactions are given by
Aon/
g
Aon þ a; Bon/
g
Bon þ b
a/
k
B; b/
k
B
: (1)
FIGURE 2 Schematic diagram of biochemical
reactions in the genetic toggle switch network
(the inset shows the basic network motif of two
mutually repressing genes). Gene A codes for
repressor protein a (blue) and gene B codes for pro-
tein b (red). Each gene is controlled by a regulatory
element (e.g., the promoter). When the regulatory
element is unbound, the gene is on (active), or
free to express protein. When it is bound by a ho-
modimer of the opposing repressor, the gene is off
(inactive). To see this figure in color, go online.
Switching Paths in Gene Networks 1749In the base network, dimerization is neglected, and gene repression is
represented by
Aon þ 2b#
h
f
Aoff ; Bon þ 2a#
h
f
Boff : (2)
These reactions give rise to an overall rate of gene inactivation of
hxðx  1Þ=2, where x is the repressor protein encoded by the competing
gene. In the network with explicit dimerization, the above reactions are
replaced by
Aon þ b2#
h
f
Aoff ; Bon þ a2#
h
f
Boff ;
2a#
d
u
a2; 2b#
d
u
b2
: (3)
Rate parameters for the reaction network are given in Table 1. The effect
of DNA-binding kinetics was studied by varying the rates h and f (binding
and unbinding, respectively, of transcription factors to DNA). The binding
equilibrium constant Xeq ¼ f =h was maintained at a constant value, such
that the locations of the two stable states are preserved.
Calculation of quasipotential
We calculated PS and 4 by expressing the chemical master equation (CME)
for the network in matrix form: ðdP=dtÞ ¼ AP, where A is the transition-rate
matrix over a truncated state space ð0%a; b%120Þ, and solving for theTABLE 1 Rate parameters and calculated SA/SB switching rates,
Network Parameters
Base Network
h [k1] f [k1] g [k1] k [t1]
I 102 104 80 1
II 101 10 80 1
III 102 1 80 1
Explicit Dimerization
h [u1] f [u1] g [u1] k [u1]
I 8.89  103 105 80 8.944
Included are parameters for base and explicit-dimerization networks for both gen
matic in Fig. 2 (seeMethods): h and f, binding and unbinding rates, respectively, of
and unbinding rates, respectively, ofmonomer proteins to formhomodimers.All n
in the base network and [u1] (the inverse dimer unbinding rate) in the explicit-dim
the propensities of protein binding to and unbinding from DNA (hxðx  1Þ=2 aneigenvector associated with the zero eigenvalue (62) using MATLAB
(63). For parameter regimes giving relatively short waiting times between
switching events (i.e., parameter sets II and III), we also obtained PS
from a single long Gillespie simulation trajectory, using BioNetGen
(version 2.2.2) (64). The quasipotential landscapes obtained from each
method were indistinguishable.
Transition-path simulation
The WE-string sampling method was adapted from Adelman et al. (50).
The procedure for string smoothing, parameterization, and separate sam-
pling of forward and backward paths (by separating replicas according to
their most recently visited basin) was adapted from Dickson et al. (48).
String ends were fixed in the two stable attractor basins, SA and SB, corre-
sponding to states with high gene A expression and high gene B expression,
respectively. SA and SB were defined as hyperspheres with unit radius in
N-dimensional state space (base network, N ¼ 4 {a, b, Aon/off, Bon/off};
explicit-dimerization network, N ¼ 6 {a, b, a2, b2, Aon/off, and Bon/off }).
The basin centers were found by identifying the minima of the quasipoten-
tial for each parameter set. The number of string nodes, Nstr, was 20, and the
number of replicas in each region (Nrep) was 150. Definitions and values of
additional simulation parameters are given in Table S1. Switch progress is
defined as the normalized distance along the converged string. That is, for
the forward path, the progress at the ith string node is defined by Di=DAB,
where Di is the Euclidean distance to the ith node from the center of SA,
and DAB is the total distance along the string. The simulation was deter-
mined to have converged after the position of the string remained stable
over >1000 string movements. Convergence was determined from thekAB, for all studied genetic toggle-switch variants
kAB [t
1] (General) kAB [t
1] (Exclusive)
Mean Std. Mean Std.
1.9  106 2  107 5.8  1010 6  1011
3  104 3  104 3  104 3  104
7  103 7  103 3  103 3  103
d [u1] u [t1]
1 1 3.3  1010 7  1011
eral and exclusive switch versions. Rate parameters correspond to the sche-
proteins toDNA; g, protein synthesis; k, protein degradation; d and u, binding
etwork parameters are reported in units of [k1] (the inverse degradation rate)
erization network. Parameter set I corresponds to the adiabatic regime,where
d f, respectively) are large relative to g and k. Std., standard deviation.
Biophysical Journal 109(8) 1746–1757
1750 Tse et al.root mean-squared difference between the current node positions and the
running average of the previous 100 positions (Fig. S3). Sampling code
was written in MATLAB and Gillespie trajectories were simulated using
BioNetGen (64).
Calculation of switching rates
Switching-rate constants, kAB, were estimated from brute-force Gillespie
simulations when possible (the faster switching regime: parameter sets II
and III) or WE sampling in cases where capturing switching events from
brute-force simulations was intractable (the rare-switching regime: param-
eter set I). The network parameters are symmetric, such that kAB ¼ kBA. For
the brute-force simulations, kAB was estimated by inverting the mean first-
passage time of ðSA/SBÞ transitions from 1000 trajectories. The WE rate
estimation followed (65), using a linear partitioning of state space along the
progress coordinate l with bins of unit length. l is given by l ¼ na  nb,
where na ¼ a þ 2Boff, nb ¼ b þ2Aoff (general switch) or na ¼ a þ 2a2 þ
2Boff, nb ¼ b þ 2b2 þ 2Aoff (exclusive switch); this is the same progress
coordinate as used previously (38,60). The simulation time step was chosen
to be the same as that of the WE-string simulation for the corresponding
parameter set; 150 replicas were simulated in each bin.
Validation of transition-path simulation
Validation of switching mechanisms predicted by the transition-path simu-
lations was done by comparison to brute-force switching trajectories (where
possible), and by committor analysis (66). Successful switching trajectories
harvested from brute-force simulations were binned according to the prog-
ress coordinate l. Additional simulations assessed committor probabilities
along the converged strings: these reflect the probability that simulation
replicas in a given region will next commit to the final target state rather
than returning to their most recently visited basin.RESULTS
Stability of phenotypes depends on DNA-binding
kinetics
We calculated the quasipotential landscape for the genetic
switch, and varied the parameters governing DNA-binding/
unbinding kinetics between the adiabatic (fast kinetics
(Figs. 3 and 4, parameter set I)) and nonadiabatic (slow
kinetics (Figs. 3 and 4, parameter set III)) regimes. By vary-
ing rates of unbinding (f) and binding (h) while maintaining
their constant ratio, Xeq ¼ f =h, the bistability and locations
of the attractor basin centers are preserved, but the barrier
height separating the two states changes (Figs. S4 and
S5). Our results show that the barrier height decreases
with decreasing adiabaticity, in agreement with previous re-
sults (40). This difference is also reflected in the calculated
rate constants, kAB, for spontaneous switching from the
attractor state SA to SB (Table 1). The rate constant for
spontaneous switching between metastable states has been
identified as a measure of stability or robustness of gene
expression states to noise. In agreement with previous
studies (4,26,28,30,40), we find that the rate of switching
slows with increasing adiabaticity, indicating that gene
expression states are more stable with faster DNA-binding
kinetics. This trend was preserved for all variants of the
switch (Table 1). For parameter set I, kAB is much lower
for the exclusive than for the general switch, whereas theBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1746–1757switching rates for the two variants are of the same order
of magnitude for sets II and III. Interestingly, the switching
rates are nearly identical for parameter set II.Sampling algorithm finds a transition path for the
toggle switch
Transition paths of noise-induced switching between gene
expression states were predicted by performing WE-string
sampling of stochastic simulations. Transition paths were
predicted for both forward ðSA/SBÞ and backward
ðSB/SAÞ switching events and were compared to the
numerically calculated quasipotential landscapes for the
three parameter sets. Although the WE-string simulations
require no foreknowledge of the underlying potential in
the transition region, the paths converge to the relatively
low-potential (i.e., high-probability density) transition tube
connecting the two states (Figs. 3 and 4). In addition to map-
ping out the region of state space traversed by successful
transitions, committor analysis (Figs. S9 and S10 and
Methods) indicates that for most studied parameter sets,
the string also accurately reflects the true reaction coordi-
nate for the transition. Progress along the string corresponds
to the most probable step-by-step changes undergone as the
system progresses from one basin to another. However,
slight discrepancies exist for the general switch in the
nonadiabatic regime, likely due to a known limitation of
string-based sampling methods in cases of wide transition
tubes (58). Predicted transition paths were robust to differ-
ences in simulation initial conditions (guess paths) (Fig. S6).Transition paths reveal additional dynamic
features and nonequilibrium phenomena
The predicted transition paths also reveal that the system
dynamics is not governed solely by the topography of the
potential surface. The paths reveal additional features,
including pathway oscillations and nonoverlapping forward
and reverse paths, in agreement with previous studies
(5,38). These features can be seen by comparison to
calculated minimum energy paths (Figs. S7 and S8), which
reflect only gradient dynamics over the projected quasipo-
tential surface. The degree to which the forward and
reverse paths diverge depends both on the parameters and
on the choice of subspace on which the system dynamics
is projected. For example, when projected onto the protein
copy number subspace, the paths show more divergence in
the nonadiabatic regime than in the adiabatic regime for the
general switch (Fig. 3), whereas the opposite is true for
the exclusive switch (Fig. 4). For the exclusive switch in
the nonadiabatic regime (Fig. 4, parameter set III), there
is clear divergence of the forward and reverse transition
paths in the subspace of DNA-occupancy states (gene
states), yet the transition paths are nearly superimposed
in the protein subspace (Fig. 4.).
FIGURE 3 Quasipotential surfaces and predicted transition paths for the base general-toggle-switch network. (Left to right) Network rate parameters with
decreasing adiabaticity (slower DNA-binding kinetics) (see Table 1 for parameters). (Top). Transition paths are superimposed on the two-dimensional pro-
jection of the quasipotential surface. The black and white paths illustrate the forward ðSA/SBÞ and backward ðSB/SAÞ transitions, respectively. (Middle)
Transition paths are plotted as protein copy numbers versus switch progress (protein a, blue; protein b, red; total protein number (a þ b), black). Switch
progress is defined as the normalized distance along the transition path (see Methods). Forward switching ðSA/SBÞ is displayed as solid lines and backward
ðSB/SAÞ as dotted lines. (Bottom) Transition paths are plotted as gene activities versus switch progress. The activity of gene A (Aon, blue curve) is the prob-
ability of the regulatory site of gene A being unbound, which renders it active. This is similar for Bon (red curve).
Switching Paths in Gene Networks 1751Protein number oscillations are observed in the adiabatic
regime for the exclusive switch (Fig. 4, parameter set I).
This motion is not echoed in the DNA binding occupancies,
suggesting that it results solely from the birth-death reac-
tions for protein expression. In the nonadiabatic regime
for the general switch (Fig. 3, parameter set III), oscillatory
motion in the proteins is echoed in the DNA-binding occu-
pancies (gene activities), suggesting that it could result from
previously described eddy currents in gene networks, where
slow transcription factor binding/unbinding events drivecyclic dynamics of protein expression in the nonadiabatic
limit (26,30,37). However, as discussed above, the detailed
features of the string for the nonadiabatic general switch
may not reflect dynamics along the true reaction coordinate.Influence of DNA-binding kinetics on the
switching mechanism
The predicted transition paths for the toggle switch reveal
that the switching mechanism is altered by the DNA-bindingBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1746–1757
FIGURE 4 Quasipotential surfaces and predicted transition paths for the exclusive-toggle-switch network, with competitive binding of repressors to reg-
ulatory sites. All definitions are the same as in Fig. 3. (Left to right) Network rate parameters with decreasing adiabaticity (slower DNA-binding kinetics)
(see Table 1 for parameters). (Top). Transition paths are superimposed on the two-dimensional projection of the quasipotential surface. (Middle) Transition
paths are plotted as protein copy numbers versus switch progress. (Bottom) Transition paths are plotted as gene activities versus switch progress.
1752 Tse et al.kinetic parameters. This is seen by considering the switch
progress separately in terms of either protein copy numbers
or gene activities: the switch progress in these subspaces
is not synchronized, and the degree to which they are
asynchronous depends on the DNA-binding kinetics. In this
symmetric system, when the system reaches the separatrix
at (a ¼ b), the transition can be considered to be half-com-
plete. This crossing corresponds closely to the half-distance
point along the transition path (switch progress ¼ 0.5)
(Figs. 3 and 4). Under a quasiequilibrium assumption,
the gene activities depend directly on the levels of pro-
tein expression according to Aon ¼ 1=ð1þ b2=XeqÞ and
Bon ¼ 1=ð1þ a2=XeqÞ. As such, when protein expressionBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1746–1757from the two competing genes reaches equivalence, the genes
would then also have equal probabilities of being in the active
(unbound) states, giving (Aon¼ Bon). However, the transition
paths reveal that this crossing is not necessarily reached
simultaneously in both subspaces. Similar trends are seen
in the parameter dependence for the different switch variants:
in the adiabatic regime, the gene activities reach (Aon¼ Bon)
after the protein numbers reach (a ¼ b) (Figs. 3 and 4,
left column), whereas in the nonadiabatic regime, the gene
activities equalize before the proteins (Figs. 3 and 4, right
column). In other words, when DNA-binding kinetics is
slow, stochastic binding and unbinding events play a larger
role in driving the switch toward completion, and protein
Switching Paths in Gene Networks 1753expression follows. Conversely, when DNA-binding kinetics
is fast, birth-death fluctuations in protein numbers drive the
switch. This trend was preserved for additional studied
parameter sets (Figs. S11 and S12) and also appeared in aver-
aging of switching trajectories harvested from brute-force
simulations (Figs. S1 and S2).
The simulations predict that the exclusive and general
switch variants (see Methods) progress through different
transition states. Our results are in agreement with the pre-
vious finding (38) that the general switch transitions through
a state in which both genes are repressed, which is also re-
flected in the decrease in overall expression of proteins
(Fig. 3, total expression curves). For the exclusive switch
variant, the transition progresses through a region where
each gene has a nearly equal probability of being on or
off. Additionally, the total protein number when the switch
is half-complete (switch progress ¼ 0.5) remains high after
an initial decrease (Fig. 4, total). These transition states
clearly reflect the difference in the DNA occupancy states
available to each toggle-switch variant. In the general
switch, all combinations of bound and unbound states at
the regulatory sites of the two genes are allowed (i.e., Aon/
Bon, Aon/Bon, Aoff/Bon, Aoff/Boff), whereas in the exclusive
switch, the Aoff/Boff state is not accessible due to competitive
binding in the case of overlapping regulatory sequences.
This scenario is the limiting case of a reduced binding
rate of a repressor if the competing repressor is already
bound to the DNA.Advantage of the transition-path simulation
method for multidimensional networks with rare
switching
We applied the sampling algorithm to the extended network
with explicit dimerization (Methods). The parameters of the
extended network were chosen such that the base and
extended networks give identical total protein expressionFIGURE 5 Transition paths predicted for the exclusive switch with explicit dim
face. (A) Predicted transition paths for the SA/SB (black) and SB/SA (white) tr
obtained from a brute-force Gillespie simulation of 109 time steps initialized in
rise to a one-sided, incomplete quasipotential surface. Despite the rarity of s
method remains capable of predicting the most probable transition path. (B) Tr
(C) Transition paths are plotted as gene activities versus switch progress.at steady state, in terms of the variables na and nb (see
Methods and the Supporting Material). The predicted tran-
sition paths showed qualitatively similar switching mecha-
nisms for the base and extended networks. In particular,
the trend of asynchronous switching in protein numbers
and gene activities was preserved in the network with
explicit dimerization, with gene activities lagging behind
protein numbers in the adiabatic regime (Fig. 5). For this
parameter set, it was not possible to access the full quasipo-
tential surface: because the size of the state space increases
exponentially with dimensionality (i.e., number of species),
the addition of two more molecular species (the dimers a2
and b2) renders the transition rate matrix too large for
straightforward numerical calculations (see Methods).
This curse of dimensionality does not limit Gillespie simu-
lations; however, brute-force simulation of 109 time steps
failed to capture a single switching event (Fig. 5 A) due
to the low probability of switching (kAB ¼ 3.3  1010,
Table 1). Our results thus demonstrate that the WE-string
sampling method is particularly advantageous for studying
transition paths for networks with several or more molecular
species and long waiting times between events of interest.DISCUSSION
In this work, we applied recently developed stochastic simu-
lation methods to the study of gene regulation dynamics
to predict switching mechanisms in a ubiquitous bistable
gene network. Our simulations recapitulate several general
aspects of gene network switching, including the increased
stability of cell states to noise-induced switching with fast
DNA-binding/unbinding kinetics and evidence of nonequi-
librium phenomena in switching dynamics, in agreement
with previous studies (4,5,28,30,38,40). Our simulations
also uncovered new insights, to our knowledge, into
stochastic phenotype switching. In particular, we found
that switching progresses asynchronously in the separateerization, parameter set I (see Table 1), and incomplete quasipotential sur-
ansitions. The two-dimensional projection shows the quasipotential surface
SA. The long simulation fails to produce a single switching event, giving
witching for this network (kAB ¼ 3.3  1010 (Table 1)), the simulation
ansition paths are plotted as protein copy numbers versus switch progress.
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(i.e., gene activities). We observed a trend wherein the
gene activities lagged behind the protein numbers during
the switching transition in the fast-DNA-binding (adiabatic)
kinetic regime and switched ahead of the proteins in the
slow-DNA-binding (nonadiabatic) regime. Thus, our results
reveal that the detailed mechanisms (and overall rates, kAB)
of spontaneous switching depend on the network parame-
ters. Our findings suggest that protein copy-number fluctua-
tions play a more significant role than DNA-site-occupancy
fluctuations in driving the switch toward completion in the
adiabatic regime, whereas the converse is true in the nonadi-
abatic regime. Our study also demonstrates that rare-event
sampling algorithms, in particular string-based methods
(49,50), are well-suited to the discovery of transition paths
that link metastable states in gene networks.
Stochastic state switching in gene networks is thought to
be a mechanism driving phenotypic heterogeneity in genet-
ically identical cell populations. This type of nongenetic
heterogeneity induced by transient switching events appears
to play a role in diverse biological contexts, including devel-
opment and disease. In stem cell networks, probabilistic
differentiation has been linked to stochastic switching
of pluripotent cells between substates, distinguished by
different levels of expression of key transcription factors
(67–70). Stochastic state switching is also thought to allow
bacteria to switch into and out of antibiotic-resistant states
(17), virus-infected cells to switch into and out of latency
(12), and cancer cells to switch into and out of chemo-
therapy-resistant states (19). Identification of the mecha-
nisms by which these switching events occur can provide
a route to discovery of novel strategies for cellular engineer-
ing (e.g., stem cell reprogramming) and drug treatment.
However, mechanistic studies of switching can be experi-
mentally challenging, particularly when only a fraction of
cells in a population is poised to transition between states
(71). As such, quantitative models coupled with the compu-
tational approaches presented here could provide important
insight into underlying mechanisms, e.g., by predicting
patterns of gene expression associated with cells that are
in transit between phenotypic states.
Chromatin remodeling contributes to gene expression
noise by stochastically transitioning individual genes be-
tween on (active) and off (inactive) states (9,10). These tran-
sitions can occur on timescales that are of the same order
as or longer than mRNA and protein lifetimes (72). Though
the toggle-switch model studied here is highly simplified,
the slow-DNA-binding (weakly adiabatic or nonadiabatic)
kinetic regime broadly captures this complex epigenetic
regulation. The relative instability of phenotypic states in
this regime has been hypothesized to underlie develop-
mental plasticity of pluripotent stem cells (4,26). Our results
suggest that stochastic fluctuations at the level of the
individual promoter sites, rather than changes in local regu-
latory protein concentration, play a critical role in drivingBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1746–1757the spontaneous, global switching events that poise pluripo-
tent cells to choose probabilistically between alternative
lineages.
The simulation method employed in this study simulta-
neously tackles two challenges encountered in modeling
gene network dynamics: the rare-event problem (switching
between gene states may occur rarely, giving rise to impos-
sibly long simulation convergence times) and the curse
of dimensionality (switching requires coordinated changes
involving many species in the network). By applying the
WE-string method to different toggle-switch variants in
multiple kinetic regimes, we demonstrate its potential flex-
ibility for capturing stochastic dynamics in different gene
network systems. We found that a major advantage of the
method is its ability to simultaneously track dynamics of
both protein products and DNA occupancy states (i.e., pro-
moter states), which together control global gene network
dynamics.
In previous studies of transition paths in gene networks
where DNA occupancies were treated as being in quasiequi-
librium with protein numbers, it was implicitly assumed
that the dynamics in the two network subspaces are iden-
tical (32–36).Our results show that even in the adiabatic
regime, where a separation-of-timescales assumption is
justified, the switching dynamics of the gene activities
and protein numbers have distinct features. Theoretical
methods have been developed recently for studying noise-
induced transitions in gene networks, which can account
for nonadiabaticity (slow DNA binding) by path integral
approaches based on approximations to the CME (4,37).
In this study, we explore an alternative approach in direct
sampling, which circumvents the need for approximations
to the CME, can be used in conjunction with available sto-
chastic simulation software packages (64), and potentially
scales more easily to other types of biochemical networks
with many species.
The application of rare-event sampling techniques to
study switching dynamics in gene networks was pioneered
previously with the FFS method (60). Morelli et al. (38)
carried out a detailed study of the toggle switch by FFS;
our network model is largely based on theirs, although
we studied parameter regimes commensurate with those of
Sasai et al. (25), producing larger average protein numbers.
The transition states we found for the general versus exclu-
sive switch variants are in qualitative agreement with that
study (38), although direct quantitative comparison of our
results to theirs is not possible because of the different
parameter regimes and because their study did not focus
explicitly on the mechanistic dependence on adiabaticity.
In principle, FFS and string-based sampling methods can
access the same information; the advantages and disadvan-
tages of each method, making them potentially complemen-
tary, have been discussed previously (61). FFS samples
dynamics along a single order parameter, which must be
defined a priori, and which tracks progress between initial
Switching Paths in Gene Networks 1755and final states. The choice of this parameter is nontrivial,
and a poor choice can lead to computational inefficiency,
although statistical methods to optimize the order parameter
have been developed (73). Use of a single order parameter
necessarily results in loss of information about dynamics
along separate system coordinates; the progress coordinate
l is much more sensitive to protein copy numbers than
to DNA-occupancy states. Adaptive string-based methods
were developed to circumvent this problem and access col-
lective dynamics in spaces of many order parameters (45).
Because progress through a transition is measured by suc-
cessive string nodes, each of which represents a configura-
tion in the full state space, this approach offers a more
intuitive description of dynamics in gene networks with
many species. Moreover, the approach enabled us to directly
isolate separate contributions of protein numbers and DNA-
occupancy states to the switching mechanism, which in turn
revealed the mechanistic dependence on adiabaticity.
However, string methods also have potential limitations.
Convergence of the string to the most probable transition
path may not occur in systems with highly complex quasi-
potential landscapes with several or more local minima, so
extension of the method to more complex gene networks re-
mains to be explored. The transition path predicted by the
converged string may not correspond exactly to the true
chemical reaction coordinate for some networks (as defined
by committor probabilities (66)) due to the difficulty
of accurately partitioning wide transition tubes (58). Our
results show that despite these potential limitations, the
WE-string method was able to resolve switching dynamics
over a wide range of parameters. Even in the nonadiabatic
limit, the major mechanistic predictions (regarding the
nature of the transition state and the asynchronous switch
progression in the protein versus gene activity subspaces)
were found to be robust by comparison to brute force
trajectories. Our findings suggest that the method may be
particularly useful for exploring dynamics of gene networks
where little information (such as a suitable progress coordi-
nate) is available a priori and may prove particularly power-
ful in combination with other, complementary rare-event
sampling approaches.
The code used to generate the data in this article will
be accessible from https://github.com/Read-lab/WE-string-
GRN.git.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Supporting Materials and Methods, twelve figures, and one table are avail-
able at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(15)
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